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ABSTRACT

The requirement for Engine Monitoring Systems (EMS) is elusive even for
its advocates. Decisions not to invest large sumsof up front money in equip-
ment which will be of uncertain value are easily madeby conscientious program
managers. Even as on-condition maintenance (OCM)is being established as the
desired approach in the Air Force, manypeople in the decision chain doubt the
potential value of on-board engine monitoring equipment.

EMSadvocates have not provided convincing answers to manyhard questions,
someof which are: "Should the EMScapability provide on-board GO-NO-GOinfor-
mation? Howmuchengine monitoring is enough? What parameters are required?
Howwill the EMScapability be used to direct maintenance actions? Does the
environment require only engine parts tracking, engine usage, or performance
trending data?" Answers may not have uncontested technical support but may
require judgement based on something like Pareto's 80-20 law applied to
operational data.

The true EMSvalues are certain only in the future operational environments.
The EMSadvocates' problems are to find for the system managersacceptable up
front rationalization for the added EMScost. Past operational evaluations of
a few EMSunits for short periods have not all produced convincing results.
This presentation will discuss these evaluations and their lessons learned,
then review the options for each required EMSphase, and close with a review
of the guidance being provided for EMSon new systems.

COSTTRENDS

Table I shows the maintenance cost of flying various Air Force engines
for thousand engine flight hours. The maintenance cost are in 1980 dollars.
In most cases, these costs equal or exceed the acquisition cost for that
engine. The acquisition costs shownare first production contract costs in
then year dollars. For a true comparison, the earlier engine cost would be
corrected for inflation. From these numbers, the throwawayengine might not
be such a bad concept, especially whenyou rememberthat with increasing
engine age performance deteriorates and engine service life between repair
shortens. Maintenance manhourper flight hour on the newer engines is also
increasing to somevery high numbers.
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FAILURES

Failures result from wear, leaks, structural damage and human error.

There are many things which influence operating time before engine failure.

An Engine Monitoring System (EMS) provides a data base from which failures

can be predicted, detected, and diagnosed early, before there is a loss in

mission capability.

IMPORTANCE OF VIEWPOINT

The viewpoint from which an individual looks on things has a large

influence on what he is able to see. This is illustrated by the old saying

that "A jackass on a hill can see more than a genius in a valley."

An EMS is more than black boxes full of electronic circuits. The people

who look at an engine monitoring system as the black boxes might be considered

the genius in the valley. In the total system view, EMS is the executive

control system which tells the maintenance supervisor that an individual

engine requires diagnostic work to find out why it is abnormal. The EMS data

function is similar to the blood pressure check performed by the doctor. If

he finds any abnormalities in blood pressure he runs other diagnostic tests

to determine what is causing you to be abnormal.

REQUIRED TASKS

Figure l illustrates the data flow in an EMS. Data can be obtained in

ways ranging from a Nanual recording of cockpit instrument readings to

sophisticated complete electronic systems which automatically records, stores,

and transfers the data to ground computers. Airborn engine monitoring system

electronics often have decision logic to determine engine status as soon as

the aircraft lands. Airplanes with two pilots and mission requirements for a

cruise leg are generally able to use manual recording. On single pilot air-

craft work load generally prevents the use of manual recording. The ability

to get in-flight engine performance is the missing piece for single pilot

fighter aircraft. Therefore, current thrust in developing EMS capability is

improvement of in-flight data acquisition ability.

Before the in-flight data can be used to predict, detect and diagnose

failures, it must be validated, corrected, compressed, displayed, and then

interpreted. There are a number of ways of interpreting. The status of

engines can be obtained from the data by limit exceedence or by observing

trends. The important results from an EMS is the effect of the information

on the maintenance system. If we only gather the data, and look at the data,

and do not use it to direct maintenance, EMS is of little value to the total

system.
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WHYOCM

In February 1974, the Department of Defense gave the following logistics
and material support guidance:

I. Establish engine maintenance policies to eliminate maximum
operating time.

2. Exploit modular designs in newengines.

3. Useon-condition maintenance techniques.

4. Apply to existing engine types wherever practicable.

_ith the on-condition maintenance you need a methodology to tell you what
the existing condition is within the engine so you can schedule it for
maintenance. Figure 2 illustrates why on-condition maintenance has an
advantage. It can reduce risk and save dollars.

Engine usage varies by the mission being flown. For example, a fighter
aircraft on a low-level mission flying at 600 knots, Mach .95, would have
its inlet pressure increased by a factor of 1.8. On the low-level mission,
the engine with a 20 to I compression ratio would have a combustor case
pressure of 36 atmospheres. On the other hand, an intercept mission which
cruises out at 30,000 feet MSLwould only see 12 atmospheres combustor case
pressure. The cruise engine obviously is capable of operating more hours
before failure because of the less stressful usage. If maintenance is
driven by maximumoperating time, the additional operating capability of an
engine used at the lower rate will not be utilized. If the condition of
each engine determines when it must be repaired, then the full engine
capability can safely be used.

AIR FORCEEMSPROGRAMS

Air Force EMSprograms are divided into three categories: (1) developed with
aircraft, (2) contract maintenance, and (3) add-ons to operational aircraft.
SeeTable II for a listing of EMSdeveloped with aircraft.

MRSis a Maintenance Recording System that is applied on the SR71with a
J58 engine. It is an analog recorder that gives a continuous trace of the
engine operating parameters throughout that mission. It has an approximately
ll00 hours meantime between failure (MTBF), and is considered a successful EMS
system. Its data is automatically acquired and formatted with manual
interpretation by a technician rolling the strip chart and looking at total
trace for each sortie. That strip chart maybe 8 to 10 feet long for a
sortie. The interpretation of the analog traces is a disadvantage on this
system.
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The Malfunction Detection Analysis and Recording System (MADARS)was
built and developed with the C-5 aircraft. It automatically acquires and
formats the data. Interpretation is both manual and automatic. Logis is
proved to print out the maintenance action required in manycases. A
shortcoming of MADARSis an overall system MTBF. MADARSmonitors
all aircraft systems. The MTBFfor the engine portion of the MADARSwhich
provides engine data is approximately lO0 hours.

The Central Integrated Test System (CITS) is another system designed to
monitor the total airplane as well as the engine; it has been tested on the
four B-l's during their Category I & II flight tests. It is rather complex
and there are somedifferences of opinion on its real potential benefit to
the operational weaponssystem.

The two systems at the bottom of the figure, Events History Recorder (EHR)
and Engine Time Temperature Record (ETTR), are different in that they record
usage more than they record the traditional performance monitoring parameters.
The ETTRinfers engine health from counters that pick up the amount of time
above a certain temperature and the speed cycles on the engine in terms of
core engine speed. This information allows low cycle fatigue tracking. The
operational units have someproblem of short meantimesbetween failure. The
EHRruns about 600 hours and the ETTRruns about 2500 hours.

Contract maintenance is used on systems with only a few aircraft. Under
this approach, the Air Force uses the aircraft and asks the aircraft company
to provide all of the support away from the flight line. The maintenance
approach used by the Air Force is a threefold approach: flight line,
intermediate, and depot maintenance.

Flight line maintenance does removeand replace activities, as well as
servicing. The intermediate maintenance shop located at the base does minor
overhaul work. The major overhaul facilities does the complete overhaul. In
the contracted approach, the contractor provides the intermediate and the
depot maintenance.

Contract maintenance systems have a Contractor Operated and Managed
Based Supply system (COMBS)at each base operating the type aircraft. Blue
suit, flight line maintenance personnel go to the COMBSfacility which
provides a replacement part over-the-counter. See Table Ill for a summary
of USAFcontract maintenance programs.

The T-43 aircraft uses a flight log engine monitoring program with manual
data acquisition, automatic computer formatting and both automatic and manual
interpretation. The C-9 uses ground trim data from routine ground runs as a
basis for determining engine conditions. From the Air Force standpoint, both
of these programs are still fairly new. The T-43 is just now reaching the
first overhaul on the engines. The KC-IO, also contract maintenance, will
use flight deck monitoring with manual acquisition, automatic formatting and
manual interpreting of the data. The E-4, which is the SACCommandand
Control airplane, also uses flight deck monitoring, with manual recording,
automatic formatting and manual interpretation.
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EMSEXPERIENCE

These applications show the wide range of choices available to accomplish
each of the required EMStasks. Each of the systems discussed currently
fulfills the engine monitoring requirements for its weaponsystem. However,
cost benefits from the EMSapplication are difficult to accurately quantify.
The benefits are real, but normal system data has not been defined to break
out the results. These systems give insight into how the next monitoring
system should be designed and built. A selling point often used to justify
an EMSis elimination of all ground support equipment. These programs
generally show that ground equipment mayeven see additional use. Monitoring
EMSdata does give us additional insight into engine health, and is capable of
controlling on-condition maintenance.

ADDONEMS

Several operational aircraft have added EMSfor service test in an attempt
to demonstrate the value of the engine monitoring. SeeTable IV for a summary
of EMSadd-ons to operating aircraft. The Engine Health Monitoring System
(EHMS)was tested on the T-38. It automatically acquired and formatted the
data for semiautomatic and manual interpretation. The results of the
T-38 test indicates that EMSprobably would not be cost effective. The
operational use for the airplane is important. The Air Training Commandwants
to assure highly reliable engines. Therefore, its overhaul interval is
shorter. The test was run within the ATCstandard operational framework;
therefore, there were few failures. If the engines do not fail, the
monitoring system cannot prove its capability and benefits.

Engine Condition Monitoring Program (ECMP)employed in SACis flight
deck monitoring. ECMPis being credited with secondary damagesavings of $2
million dollars a month and reducing the in-flight shutdown rate on the SAC
fleet by better than 50%. The 50%is based on the three year, in-flight
shutdown rate average prior to implementation of the program, compared
against the three years since the program has been in use.

Again, look at the concept of operation. ECMPis used on a multi-engine
aircraft. With multi-engine aircraft, in-flight shutdownsdo not have a
strong safety indication. Therefore, the overhaul interval is much longer
than on a single engine aircraft. Failures do, therefore, occur within the
maximumoperating time. The ECMPwas able to detect these failures before
occurrence, allowing repair when the deterioration was in the earlier stages.
More than 2000 engines have been repaired solely because of ECMPindications.
Only six have been disassembled during this period where no problem could be
identified.

The A-IO Turbine Engine Monitoring System (TEMS)has been service
evaluated with positive results, and is following on with a squadron level
evaluation planned to determine howwell that system functions to drive
maintenance in the operation scenario.
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The electrostatic probe is new technology that cameout of the Air Force
Institute of Technology (AFIT) about ten years ago. The theory is that rub
or errosion in the engine gas path produces an electrostatic charge in the
exhaust stream. The quantity measureof electrostatic charge per unit time
infers the rate of deterioration within the gas path. The phenomenahas been
verified but it has not been operationally employedas a monitoring system.

The engine diagnostic system EMSis a monitoring system for the FIO0
engine in the F-15 aircraft. It is a service test to validate state of the
art EMScapability against thirty-two goals. The results proved the system
would get the data with accuracy equal to the test stand.

GENERALRESULTSFROMADD-ONTESTS

Experience does not show optimistic near term expectations for add-on
monitoring systems. EMSgenerally drives the maintenance cost higher. Start-
up problems show that a successful new system takes time to mature. Software
problem solutions have taken longer than expected before the EMSsuccessfully
records in-flight data. Test plans often are written to conduct the
evaluation within normal operating scenario which prevents the test yielding
conclusive evidence on EMSvalue. The test aircraft are used to meet mission
requirements in the normal manner. Maintenance is done by the TOswith
little flexibility allowed to meet test objectives. Therefore, the test
articles may not obtain sufficient flight hours or get appropriate focus.

Manyvaluable benefits come from a monitoring system. You get design
feedback, correlation between the testing and operation usage, and verification
of repair effectiveness. Verification of repair is often overlooked in the
benefits analysis of the program. Maintenance replaces the wrong part,
puts the aircraft back in service and it flies without a squawk, so it is
concluded that the repair fixed the original squawk. Data from the monitoring
system allows one actually to see the performance trace change providing a
powerful quality control capability on maintenance and repair. EMScertainly
provides improved knowledgeof failure modes.

Technical orders are based on a numberof A PRIORIassumptions. These
assumptions are presupposed by experience, and are not subject to further
examination or analysis. Basedon A PRIORIassumptions, technical orders are
written as if the A PRIORIknowledge illustrates the true behavior of an
engine.

A monitoring system mayprovide data which causes one to question A PRIORI
assumptions. EGTmargin is believed to have full capability to effectively
identify an engine as good or bad. EMSdata shows that the EGTdoes go
through the red line just before the engine is torn asunder. However,
experience with a SACmonitoring program showedthat severely deteriorated
engines with basket case turbines often run cooler with a greater EGTmargin.
The cooler operating engine can be explained by the facts that the EGTprobes
are not covering the total exhaust stream and that the turbine nozzle areas
change with deterioration. Engines were found by the SACprogram with
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missing first stage nozzle and burner center cones broken off and laying back
against the first stage nozzle. These engines passed EGTtests. In fact,
two-thirds of them passed complete test runs and were certified for flight.
Teardowns later found the bent and broken hardware within the engine. See
reference I for an example from the SACECMP,

The ECMPshowed that the beginning failure in the majority of the J57/
TF33 engines started with fuel nozzles. Somefuel nozzles in a couple of
burner cans would plug with the engine continuing to meet performance specs.
The good burner cans got more fuel causing hot spots which resulted in
burning and bowing of the vanes. Hours later, a vane would eventually
burn through. The piece of broken vane would have about an 80%probability
of making it through the turbine without engaging in the stationary and
rotating vane rows. That is hard to believe, but under the monitoring
system, manyengines were missing a half first stage turbine nozzle vane
on tear down. The missing piece had marked the turbine stages as it passed
through. In other cases, the piece would engage between the rotating
turbine wheel and stationary nozzle with sufficient force to break
a blade. The engines are amazingly tough.

The SACECMPuncovered a change in depot maintenance procedures. Fuel
nozzles were designed to be repaired in matched sets. It was decided that
overhaul of the fuel nozzles in matched sets was too costly. So, like parts
were worked in batches. Nozzles were assembled randomly from the batches.
Tolerance control was gone from the batch repaired fuel nozzles. The result
was a very short service life on badly mismatchedsets.

Within six months after depot changed overhaul procedure, fleetwide
ECMPmonitoring on SACengines identified the problem. The fuel nozzle overhaul
problem potential will never be knownbecause it was not allowed to exist long
enough to have its full impact on the fleet. ECMPidentified engines with
bad nozzles for repair before other parts were damaged. Howdo you value
something that is responsible for turning a problem around before its impact
is documented?

MANAGEMENTLESSONSLEARNED

Responsibilities should be defined at the outset of an EMSprogram. Keep
on board equipment simple which maybe aided by limiting the in-flight task to
data acquisition. Do the formating and interpretation of the da_a in the
ground system. Rememberthat every poundof weight on a fighting aircraft
costs performance. The mission of the Air Force is to fly and fight. Man
should be in the loop so he is able to understand what the output from the
monitoring system means. Provide realistic time and training, support equip-
ment, and EMSspares. Organize a realistic, timely base monitoring team to
use the in-flight data to drive maintenance actions. Effectiveness is
improved if the EMSsystem is built-in versus retrofit. Oneshould not wish
to monitor everything.
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TECHNICALLESSONSLEARNED

If the necessary parameters can be defined, it is possible to minimize
sensor requirements. Insure that the output of the in-flight equipment is
compatible with the existing test equipment. Provide flexibility so the
necessary data can be obtained to track a new failure mode. Provide self-
check to isolate the bad data. Trending does allow you to determine
deterioration within the engine. Increasing fuel prices are emphasizing
the need to obtain the engine data while the engine is in the revenue
service, to use the airline term, rather than do a ground run. If the engines
don't have problems, you don't need monitoring. Goodengines receive no
benefit from being monitored. If you knowwhat the engine's performance
parameters are doing, you can determine its reliability potential and therefore
enhance flight safety.

THE ADVOCATES PROBLEM

Why is it such a problem to get EMS on AF equipment? (See Figure 3)

The figure shows the time line for a weapons system versus accumulative or

life cycle costs. Air Force System Command (AFSC) is responsible for the

acquisition process until Program Management Responsibility Transfer (PMRT).

then, Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) takes over for logistic support.

The process begins with an approved operational requirement for a specific

weapons system to do a job. The System Project Office (SPO) director is

assigned the responsibility for the acquisition. He is given a certain

budget and has to acquire the required capability within that budget. An

engine monitoring system adds an immediate cost increase to the system which

is apparent. EMS benefits accrue in system operation after PMRT. Several

years of operation may pass before the meantime between failure for the

major items of the system is reached. During the acquisition phase there is

no way of knowing the correct slope on the operations cost curve. Therefore,

the SPO director on his watch sees only the impact of EMS cost on his

system. EMS potentially available benefits accrue in service after PMRT

when AFLC has the watch.

ELEMENTS OF SYSTEMS EFFECTIVENESS

Earlier the importance of viewpoint was discussed with the idea that the

"jackass on the hill could see further than the genius in the valley."

Analyze that idea from a standpoint of system effectiveness. (See Figure 4)

Three people are involved in the Weapon System Effectiveness Problem: The

overall field commander decides what weapon will be employed on what

target at what time, and the branch on the right of figure 4 represents his

interest; The wing commander has to implement the field commander's orders

as the center branch represents his interest. He wants X equipment on the

line and ready to meet the mission requirement. The Deputy Commander
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Maintenance (DCM)is charged with the responsibility of making that
equipment available. His interest is in the branch on the left. The EMS
system in order to be judged cost effective and worthy of purchase by the SPO
director must clearly improve each of these elements for total system
effectiveness. That is the heart of current EMSdevelopment guidance that is
being given to industry for the new weaponsystem starts.

EMSDEVELOPMENTGUIDANCE

The following general guidance for the development of an Engine Honitoring
System (EMS)was provided by the Propulsion Director of Engineering, 30 January
1981, to maximize system effectiveness of our new weaponsystems.

The EMSwill be dedicated primarily to the performance of "Engine f_onitoring,"
i.e., capture of in-flight engine operating data. The EMSfunction operating
within the planned logistics/maintenance concept will not be compromisedby
over sophistication of tasks and multiple roles for the EMShardware. Where
airframe monitoring systems are to be used, the EMSmust be compatible and
compliment that system. However, an option for independent operation of the
EMSshould be planned in the event that an integrated airframe/engine
monitoring system is not included. The current development guidelines for
on-board EMScapability are:

I. Simplify on-board equipment by limiting in-flight requirements to data
capture with data interpretation on the ground.

2. Limit EMSdesign goals to evaluation of engine suitability for
continued service rather than fault isolation to an individual module/
component.

3. Plan use of ground test equipment, e.g., borescope, chip detector,
to confirm EMSindications and enhance diagnostics prior to engine removal.

4. Integrate the EMSoutput from an operational weaponssystem viewpoint
by use of ground station data processing with the man in the loop for
interpretation and direction of maintenance.

PLANNEDAPPROACH

During the early phases of each EMSprogram the engine contractor will be
tasked by the Air Force to prepare a detailed feasibility analyses covering
the following areas:

I. A list of aircraft/engine parameters to be monitored/recorded in-flight
by the EMS.

2. Feasibility of performing the following engine monitoring/diagnostic
functions using the parameters recorded in-flight:
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- Engine Documentary Data

- Parts Life Tracking

- Parameter Tracking/Trending

- Engine Suitability for Flight

- Warranty Validation (if required)

- Suitability for Flight

In addressing the feasibility of performing each of the above functions

with the EMS, the contractor must direct his analysis to answering the

following questions:

a. Does the technical expertise exist currently to adequately

perform each function without causing a negative impact on the planned

maintenance/logistics concept for the application?

b. How would each function's data product interface with the planned

maintenance/logistics concept?

c. Where and by what means would the EMS data product be converted

into useful information?

d. Who would eventually use the information?

e. What will an EMS do for system effectiveness?

Once this feasibility analysis is provided, a complete review will be

conducted by the Air'Force. The direction for the development of the EMS

for the engine will then be established.

TOTAL SYSTEM VIEWPOINT

The engine contractor should be tasked with the responsibility

for developing all aspects of the EMS system with Air Force assistance. This

includes all hardware required on-board, on the flight line and in the ground

station, plus all software required for the EMS to function satisfactorily.

The EMS must work hand in hand with the planned engine logistics/maintenance

concept. As such, both systems or programs must be developed concurrently

to insure optimum utility of the EMS. It is essential that a total system

perspective (airframe, maintenance, logistics) be the overriding consideration

in the development process and that the EMS and the maintenance concept be

concurrently developed. The overriding question is: "How much EMS is enough

for system effectiveness optimization while remaining affordable?" Pareto's

criteria can help zero in on the answers during the acquisition phase.
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Using the weapon system approach as an evaluation criteria early in the

acquisition phase will hopefully help get the genius out of the valley onto

the back of the jackass on the hill so that they can together gallop toward

realization of potential EMS capabilities.
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USAFTURBINEENGINES

MAINTENANCEVS ACQUISITIONCOSTTRENDS

INITIAL ENGINE NOT MMHII000EFH REMOVALS 1080 MAINT COST ACQUISITION
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TI_t.E l[ - SUMMARY OF ENGINE FONITORING SYSTEMS DEVFIOPED Wl'll-I/_ AIRCRAFT,
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ENGINEMONITORINGSYSTEMS

ADD-ONSTO OPERATIONALAIRCRAFT

BYSTE_ OAr._.__A

ACOUID£JF O.RMA T_INT[ APIqE T AIRCRAFT/ENGINE STATU, S
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TABLE IV - Sllq_ OF ENGINE MDNITORING SYSTEMS USED WITH USAF AIRCRAFT OPERAITr.DTHE CONITLACT

P'@,I_ ODNCEPT,
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ENGINEMONITORINGSYSTEMS

REQUIREDTASKS
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FIGURE 1, THE TASKS ViHICH MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED FOR DURING ll'IEOPERATION OF AN ENGINE MONITORING SYSTEM,
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OPERATING TIME MAY FIX ONE GOOD ONE W-fILE NIOT'rER FLIES TO FAILURE, OO'I IDENTIFIES THE EXTIErJ_IES AND

MAKES THE REQUIRED REPAIRS AT TIE APPROPRIATE TIME,
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ELEMENTSOF SYSTEMEFFECTIVENESS
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FIGURE 3 - THE ELEMENTS OF SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS, POSITION IN STACK EXERTS GREAT INFLUENCE ON INDIVIIIJAL

VALUE PLACED ON EACH ELEMENT OF SYSTEH EFFECTIVENESS, THE ULTIMATE VIEWPOINT IS SYSTEM EffECTIVENESS,
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FIGURE 4 - THE ADVOCATE'S PROBLEM, CONVINCE THE SPO DIRECTOR TO SPEND TIE LIP-FRONT MONEY REQUIRED

TO BUY _emNENGINE MONITORING SYSTEM,
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FIGURE 5 - THE TOTAL SYSTEMS VIEWPOINTAND PARETO'S LAW MAY IN COMBINATIONBE THE KEY TO ANSWERING
CRITICALQUESTIONSNEEDED TO DEFINETHE REQUIREDENGINE MONITORINGSYSTEM.
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